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About Evidence Generation
Evidence Generation is the mission of the Graduate Research Fellowship Program in the Research
and Evaluation (R&E) Center at John Jay College of Criminal Justice. Graduate Research Fellows
from the R&E Center work with affiliated justice agencies in New York City to identify, confront,
and resolve the challenges that service providers often face as they build the data resources and
administrative procedures required to generate compelling evaluation evidence. The goal of the
program is not to conduct evaluations, but to prepare and empower agencies to generate credible
evidence of their effectiveness.

About

the

Graduate Research Fellowship Program

The Graduate Research Fellows that work with Evidence Generation are funded by the Pinkerton
Foundation of New York, through the Pinkerton Fellowship Initiative at John Jay College, with
added support from Mr. Jack Rudin and the Rudin family foundations in New York. Graduate
Research Fellows work in teams to consult with nonprofit community-based organizations in the
New York City justice sector. Research Fellows receive guidance and training in applied evaluation
skills from John Jay faculty and staff and then apply these skills in building the analytic capacities
of participating agencies. Fellows participate in workshops with the agencies involved in the
initiative and assist in the formation of each agency’s evaluation strategy. The purpose of the
Fellowship program is to help agencies grow the skills needed to develop their own evidence base.
Rudin Fellows and Pinkerton Fellows work actively with each selected agency to identify any
operational or managerial challenges that could limit the agency’s ability to participate in rigorous
outcome evaluation projects. The Fellows then work collaboratively with the agency staff to begin
building and implementing the analytic resources necessary for evaluation efforts. Typically, this
includes creating or refining an agency’s theory of change and a conceptual framework or logic
model that can be used to specify a program’s key components and their relationship to desired
outcomes at the client, family, and community level.
Next, the Fellows focus on the complex challenges each agency faces in developing accurate but
flexible data collection methods to support future evaluation efforts. Depending on the program
involved, agencies may work to improve their access to administrative information systems,
client surveys, or even interviews when those are necessary to collect the client-specific and often
subjective data elements required to test the long-term impact of an intervention.
Finally, Graduate Research Fellows cooperate with agency staff to develop a plan for implementing whatever research designs each agency chooses to use in evaluating the effectiveness of
existing or future intervention programs. As in all human services systems, the most desirable
research designs involve randomization and experimental comparison strategies, but Fellows also
work with agencies to take advantage of reasonable alternatives to randomization, including the
wide variety of quasi-experimental evaluation designs.
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Introduction
Although most programs record the progress of their clients while they are enrolled,
keep track of clients after they have completed the program is less common (Wolfe and
Miller 1995). This is problematic because the primary goal of most programs that work
with criminal justice involved individuals is to promote long-term pro-social changes in
behavior that will lead to reduced recidivism (Warren 2007). The impacts of program
implementation are more significant and persuasive when the program outcomes, and the
context of those outcomes, are understood (Annie E. Casey Foundation 1995; Corsi et al.
2006).
Follow-up can be time consuming, but the information gathered is worth it. As a function
of program evaluation, following up with clients who have completed the program
can shed light on how successful clients are at abstaining from the behavior for which
they entered the program (e.g., criminal activity, substance use) (Hall et al. 2003; U.S.
Department of Health & Human Service 2010; Wolfe and Miller 1995). If measured
properly, long-term changes in client behavior can be considered a reflection of program
success. Following up can also provide an opportunity for receiving positive or negative
client feedback on the program, as well as determining why clients failed to complete the
program. This information can then be used to support the continuation of the program,
ad to garner support from board members, and potential funders (Hall et al. 2003; Wolfe
and Miller 1995).
The duration of follow-up is determined by the purpose of the information being collected.
Since an important focus of most youth justice agencies is to prevent future criminal and
delinquent activity, one measure of success is recidivism rates. According to the Bureau
of Justice Statistics (2012), “recidivism is measured by criminal acts that resulted in
the rearrest, reconviction, or return to prison with or without a new sentence during a
three-year period following the prisoner’s release.” In addition to recidivism, agencies
should use follow-up procedures to address other key program goals. We suggest that
agencies follow-up with clients for at least three years after they have completed the
program. This follow-up should continue for as long as contact is possible to assess the
long-term benefits of each program.
Agency administrators also have to decide what they consider an acceptable response
rate, as measured by how many clients are contacted, or how many questionnaires are
completed. This largely depends on the purpose for which the data is being collected (Hall
et al. 2003). If the data is to be used for formal statistical estimation, the response rate
for follow-up should be 60-70%. Response rates that are lower than 60% indicate that
more than one third of the sample did not respond to the follow-up questions, making it
misleading to state that the completed follow-up surveys are representative of the targeted
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population (Maxfield and Babbie 2012; Mangione 1995). On the other hand, lower
response rates can still provide useful information about longer-term client outcomes.
To calculate a response rate, simply divide the number of follow-up surveys that were
completed and returned by the number of follow-up surveys that were sent out to clients
(Fink 2006; Fowler 1988).

Developing a Tracking System
The best way to ensure follow-up is completed is to include follow-up procedures in
daily program operation (Corsi et al. 2006; Hall et al. 2003; Wolfe and Miller 1995). A
tracking system should be developed to ensure consistent staff involvement in follow-up
procedures. Creating a tracking database using applications like Filemaker Pro, Microsoft
Access, or within Efforts to Outcomes is essential to successful follow-up efforts (Hall et al.
2003; Muraskin 1993). A tracking database should include all contact information for the
client, as well as a detailed record of attempts to reach the client. For example, staff should
record information on any correspondence that has been sent, telephone calls, efforts to
locate the client at home or other locations where they are known to frequent, Internet
searches, and any requests for information that were made to agencies. This database
should be kept current to avoid wasting time and resources, as well as to avoid bothering
the friends or family members of the client. Additionally, keeping an updated tracking
database allows other staff members to continue where another person has left off (Hall et
al. 2003).
Program participants should be informed about follow-up procedures and the duration
of the follow-up period at their intake. A standardized Locator Form (Appendix A)
should be used to collect all of the information necessary for successful follow-up. This
form should be completed at intake, and then updated at each subsequent meeting with
the client throughout the duration of their participation in the program. Locator Forms
should first note the full name, any nicknames or aliases, date of birth, place of birth, and
social security number of the client. Agencies should also record the residence address
and phone number; best mailing address and phone number; work address and phone
number; and the name, address, and phone number of all immediate relatives and friends
(Barakat-Haddad et al. 2009; Corsi et al. 2006; Hall et al. 2003). This is especially
important for youth justice programs, because children typically reside with their parents
or relatives. For example, trackers are more likely to locate a child when they have the
name of the child’s father (Barakat-Haddad et al. 2009). If the client cannot remember
exact addresses, the interviewer should collect as much information as possible about the
location (e.g., cross streets or nearby landmarks). If applicable, staff should make a copy of
the client’s driver’s license and note any other information that may be helpful in locating
the client (e.g., places they visit frequently). It is important to update this information
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frequently, and to ask the client to tell their friends and family that they are listed as
contacts so that they will be willing to cooperate (Hall et al. 2003).
It is also helpful to note the names of any caseworkers and doctors the client may have, as
well as the clinics and other agencies that the client regularly visits. Fostering partnerships
with agencies within the criminal justice and social service systems can make following
up more manageable by providing access to client specific information such as criminal
records and placement locations (Haggerty et al. 2008; Hall et al. 2003). Finally, taking
detailed notes on the social network and physical appearance (e.g., tattoos and scars) of
the participant can also be extremely helpful for later locating attempts (Corsi et al. 2006).
Updated information is crucial when following up with populations that are typically hard
to track, such as children, residents of neighborhoods known for high mobility, criminal
justice involved adults, criminal justice involved youth, Davis et al. 2008), and substance
users (Corsi et al. 2006; Haggerty et al. 2007; Hall et al. 2003). Follow-up with females
can be more complicated if they change their surnames when married (Barakat-Haddad
et al. 2009). While it may be difficult to track certain populations, it is not impossible.
Some research studies have successfully followed up with clients as long as 50 years after
program participation with no intervening client contact (e.g., Barakat-Haddad et al.
2009; Corsi et al. 2006; Davis et al. 2008; Haggerty et al. 2007; Williams et al. 2006).

Tracking Techniques
Several techniques can be used to follow-up with clients after they have completed or left
the program. These include mail contact, telephone calls, Internet searches (general and
through social networks), home visits, public sources, and institutional or social service
agencies. Keep in mind that not all clients will have places to live or access to the telephone
and Internet, so a combination of the follow-up methods presented below may need to be
used. When possible, these methods should be used to track clients prior to the designated
follow-up time period to ensure consistency in measurements and to minimize nonresponse by clients.

Telephone
If follow-up questions are brief, and an in-person interview is not necessary, the first
attempts to make contact with clients after they have completed or left the program should
be made by phone. Since the follow-ups for agencies serving youth justice populations will
typically ask a few brief questions pertaining to recidivism, education, employment, and
other key program goals, the telephone is probably the most efficient and cost effective
method of contact. Each attempt to contact the client and any friends or family members
should be recorded in the tracking database. After each attempt, be sure to record the
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A Follow-Up Plan of Action
Agencies should follow up with individuals who have completed programming to assess
overall effectiveness. Following up with clients helps staff learn about the long-term effects of
programs. For example, agency staff can begin to determine the long-term effects of program
activities on the ability of clients to refrain from future contact with justice agencies, to
reconnect with their families and communities, and to further their educational attainment. In
addition, agencies can use the results of follow-up with clients to document effectiveness for
current or future funding organizations.
The follow-up process begins at intake. To ensure follow-up is simple and seamless, agency
staff should keep the goals of follow-up in mind from intake, to program completion, and
beyond. Maintaining contact with clients for follow-up purposes will be less difficult and
time consuming. At intake, agencies should use forms that collect as much information
about program clients as possible. This information should include names and residences of
the client, their family, and friends. Client educational, training, and employment status is
also very useful. Staff will use this information for following up with clients and tracking the
progress they have made during the program and after.
Staff should periodically update information on intake forms throughout the client’s participation in agency programming. The Graduate Fellows recommend performing these checks
every two to three months, updating information on housing, family and friends, and program
participant progress (e.g., education, employment). This information will ensure the most
accurate locator information for clients upon their completion of the program, while also
providing measures of client performance on program requirements.
Upon completion of the program, agencies should conduct exit interviews to determine where
clients are most likely to be found. Exit interviews can also update the overall progress of
clients upon program completion. Evaluators should use a longer follow-up period because
lasting program effects may diminish over time or may not be present in the short-term. The
Graduate Fellows recommend that the follow-up period be at least three years to provide an
adequate amount of time to measure recidivism and other program impacts (e.g., educational
attainment, employment, and family reunification status). In order to streamline the follow-up
process, the research team has included specialized intake information forms and follow-up
forms in the appendices of the Follow-Up Guidebook for each specific organization affiliated
with Evidence Generation and the Pinkerton Fellowship Initiative.
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number(s) called, the name of the person, the message that was left (including any
messages left on answering machines or voice mail), and the date and time of the call.
Hopefully the client, or someone who can put you in touch with the client, will be reached
within the first few attempts. It is possible, however, that the number will be disconnected
or has been changed. Before recording that the number has been disconnected or changed
the number should tried again to check for mis-dialed phone numbers. If someone
answers the call that does not know the client, ask them to verify that the telephone
number was dialed correctly. Finally, try calling the number again at a later time if it is
“temporarily disconnected.” The client may simply need to pay their bill to regain service
(Corsi et al. 2006; Hall et al. 2003). Keep a record of old phone numbers because they can
be helpful when examining public records (Corsi et al. 2006).
When speaking to the family and friends of a client, staff should be aware that the
individuals listed on the contact sheet may be trying to protect the client by screening their
phone calls. Identifying themselves as a staff member at the program may be enough to
gain access, but if the family or friend is still wary of putting them in touch with the client
it is best to leave a message and remind the family or friend that the client listed them as a
contact (Hall et al. 2003).
After several unsuccessful attempts to reach the client at home or through their contacts,
the client’s employer can be contacted. Contacting employers can provide a wealth of
information, but should be discreet (Hall et al. 2003; Williams et al. 2006). It is best for
staff members to offer as little information as possible, only providing their name and the
name of their program if the employer asks. The best possible outcome is that the client is
reached through their employer. If the employer acknowledges that the client works there,
but will not allow the client to take personal phone calls, then that at least confirms that
the client is employed. If the client no longer works at that business, it may be possible to
obtain the dates of employment, position title, where the client is currently employed, or if
anyone at that business can pass a message on to the client (Hall et al. 2003).
The Internet is an increasingly useful tool for finding all kinds of information, and can
be an important follow-up resource for locating people and phone numbers. If a phone
number is located, but voice mail or an answering machine that does not identify the client
is reached, staff members should not leave a message with the first few calls. It is better to
try calling at different times, especially in the evening or on the weekend, to get an actual
person on the line. If after several tries no contact has been made, leave a brief message
requesting that the client contact the organization. Staff members should leave no more
than two or three messages every two weeks. After several weeks without a response from
the client, another tracking method should be tried (Hall et al. 2003).
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Mail
Following-up through the mail can be useful in four ways. First, clients who were not
previously involved in a follow-up study can be sent a letter detailing the purpose of the
new follow-up procedure (Haggerty et al. 2007). Second, if the follow-up needs to be
conducted in a face to face interview, an advance letter or postcard reminding the client
of their appointment should be sent to all known addresses a month or two prior (Corsi
et al. 2006; Dillman 2007; Hall et al. 2003; Williams et al. 2006). Third, a brief letter or
postcard can be sent to remind clients that they will be receiving a phone call to conduct a
telephone follow-up the week before the scheduled phone call. Finally, if the follow-up is
to be conducted by mail, a standardized survey should be mailed along with an addressed
and stamped envelope for the return of the survey (Brill 2008; Dialsingh 2008; Dillman
2007).
In general, all letters should be identical (Dillman 2007) and typed on letterhead that
includes the program address and phone number (Hall et al. 2003). If the client no
longer lives at the same address, stamping the envelopes with “ADDRESS CORRECTION
REQUESTED” will prompt the person receiving the letter to forward the letter to the post
office (Corsi et al., 2006; Hall et al., 2003). The post office will then return the letter with
a corrected address if possible. If the letter is returned without a corrected address, an
inquiry letter can then be sent to the current resident of the old address to see if they know
where the client has moved to (Hall et al., 2003). Additionally, the National Change of
Address (NCOA) database can be used to search for past program participants. The NCOA
uses names and last-known addresses to identify the most recent mailing address for
people who used the United States Postal Service mail forwarding system (Haggerty et al.,
2007; Williams et al., 2006).
Letters can also be sent to the individuals listed as “best contacts” by the client at intake.
Best contact letters should state that the client has agreed to be contacted by the program,
and request that the person help locate the client by passing on the letter or asking the
client to call the program (Hall et al., 2003). A specialized letter can then be sent if several
unsuccessful attempts have been made to contact the client, but there is reason to believe
that the client still resides at the listed address. This letter is different from the general
follow-up letter in that it stresses how important the information to be collected is to
improving program implementation to better serve current and future clients (Hall et al.,
2003). If possible, the letter should state that a staff member will be willing to meet at
a time and location that is most convenient for the client (Corsi et al., 2006; Hall et al.,
2003). If the budget allows for an incentive to be offered, this would be an ideal time to
mention it. Certified letters can also be sent to verify who receives the mail at the current
address (Hall et al., 2003).
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Follow-Up Checklist
Prior to intake, the following steps should be taken:
••

Train all staff members who are responsible for intake and periodic assessments to ensure
standardization of data collection

••

Train all staff members on the use of the data management system chosen to house program
information

••

Determine time periods throughout the client’s participation in the program that periodic
information updates will be conducted; suggested time period: every two to three months.

At intake, the following steps should be taken:
•• Fill out an intake locator form for each client (sample in Appendix A)
•• Conduct any relevant assessments. These might include mental health, history of criminal justice
involvement, education, employment status, housing/financial stability, custody status of children.

Throughout the program, the following steps should be taken:
•• Conduct periodic updates of locator information on intake forms
•• Update the client’s progress during the program (e.g., criminal justice involvement, level of
education, mentoring, and employment)

Upon completion of the program, the following steps should be taken:
•• Conduct exit interviews with clients who are leaving the program
1.

Determine where the individual will be residing

2. Assess the overall progress of the client upon leaving the program (e.g., in regards to
education, employment, and pro-social relationships)
•• Ensure that the client is willing to participate in follow-up
1.

Discuss when follow-ups will be conducted with the client

•• Provide each client with a follow-up packet that describes ways of keeping in touch.

During follow-up, the following steps should be taken:
•• Send participants written and emailed reminders prior to follow-up appointments to reduce
attrition
•• Send follow-up information surveys to clients every six months after program completion for at
least three years
1.

The follow-up form should address the impacts of the program (e.g., recidivism,
educational attainment, employment, housing, family reunification)

•• Enter follow-up information into a data management system.
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Email
Email is another useful way of maintaining ties and conducting follow-up surveys with
past program clients. The program staff should collect any relevant email addresses from
clients upon intake, and maintain this database with the most up to date information.
A listserve of past participants, organized according to the cohort in which they entered
the program, is a useful tool for ensuring that follow-up surveys are conducted at the
appropriate times. Program staff should give follow-up surveys to individuals who
graduate from the program at the same time, if possible. This allows program staff to
consolidate their efforts in following up with these individuals. Program administrators
should also send periodic emails throughout the year to stay in contact with participants,
record any changes or significant events, and check on the email addresses contained
within the program listserve.

Social Networking Websites
The increased use of social networking sites including Facebook, MySpace, and Twitter,
provides agency staff with another avenue to find information about past participants
(Barakat-Haddad et al. 2009). Agency staff can create a program or agency specific page
for each of these social networking sites that they can use to connect to program participants. Once agency staff is connected to participants using the agency social network
page, they can look at the individual’s page to find more recent information about their
current location. Social networking sites often require basic information such as the city
of residence, and allow users to provide more detailed information about their location,
job, and school. In addition, the agency social networking page could also be used to post
announcements asking past program participants to either contact the agency to complete
follow-up forms or to send agency staff the most current mailing address and phone
number.

Online Database Searches
The Internet can also provide useful information on the location of past program clients.
This is also the cheapest method of tracking. Children are generally easier to track online
when using parental information for search criteria, rather than the child’s name (BarakatHaddad et al. 2009). Online databases and search engines, such as Google, Dogpile, Bing,
ReferenceUSA.com, anywho.com, and ZabaSearch.com can be useful tools for finding
client information and other online sources that may lead to locating the client (BarakatHaddad et al. 2009; Corsi et al. 2006; Haggerty et al. 2007; Williams et al. 2006). While
these can be useful resources, the information obtained from Internet searches depends
on the search terms used. Straight searches can be used to obtain addresses and phone
numbers by using the participant’s name in the search. Reverse searches can be used to
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locate participants or relatives by using addresses and phone numbers as search terms
(Corsi et al. 2006). However, this may require more time and effort to find pertinent
information than program staff have to devote to follow-up procedures (Hall et al. 2003).
Several databases can be used for these types of searches. Web-based white pages are
especially useful because they can provide locator information from searches using terms
such as the client’s name, phone number, and email address. These databases can be both
state and countrywide search tools. Access to these databases requires paying a fee and the
information provided is not always up to date. They also may not be useful for participants
who have chosen to keep their phone number private, because they do not provide unlisted
phone numbers (Hall et al. 2003). Corsi et al. (2006) had success using the TLO Online
Investigative Systems (formerly known as Merlin’s “Link to America”) and QuickInfo.
net. TLO Online Investigative Systems (http://www.tlo.com/le_pricing.html)
can locate people based on partial information (e.g., incomplete social security numbers,
addresses, age range, location radius). A fifteen-day free trial is available. There are no
sign up fees, monthly minimums, or long-term contracts. Prices vary greatly depending on
need and type of organization, but range from $50 to $70 a month for unlimited searches.
QuickInfo.net (http://www.crislercreative.com) searches 103 governmental and
business databases for public and proprietary information. Users can pay a flat monthly
fee of $119 for unlimited searches, or $5-$7.50 per search.
For clients who have provided the program with an address, the U. S. Post Office’s online
zip code service can be used to verify whether these are actual addresses. The provided
address and zip code can be entered into the search fields and, if incorrect, an error
message will be returned indicating that the address entered does not exist. If the U.S. Post
Office indicates that the address is legitimate, program staff can continue to send letters to
the address requesting that the individual participate in the follow-up procedures for the
program (Hall et al., 2003).

Home Visits
Program staff can also make home-visits for clients using addresses provided at Intake
(Corsi et al. 2006; Haggerty et al. 2007; Hall et al. 2003; Williams et al. 2006). Letters
providing a brief explanation of why the program is looking for the individual can be left
with neighbors and family in the event that the client is not found (Haggerty et al. 2007;
Hall et al. 2003). When conducting home visits, it is important to bring all the materials
necessary for completing the follow-up interview in the event that the client is located
(Hall et al. 2003).
If the client cannot be found at the provided address, agency staff can ask neighbors,
landlords, or nearby businesses if they have any information on where the client might
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be located. Staff should be careful when undertaking home visits and follow certain
guidelines to ensure safety of themselves and clients during the follow-up period. These
guidelines include traveling in pairs, checking in regularly with a supervisor during
home visit sessions, and bringing only those materials required to conduct the follow-up
interview. While home visits can be a fruitful tool for finding past program clients for
follow-up, program tracking staff may need to take basic precautions (Hall et al. 2003).

Events
Alumni events can also be a useful follow-up method because they are an ideal time
for agency staff to administer surveys. Since many agencies have a connected alumni
population, following up with graduates can be especially easy. Staff can conduct on the
spot, face-to-face surveys with alumni who attend these events, reducing the need for
the locator procedures mentioned above. Additional events attended by current clients
and alumni can serve a similar function. Events can be especially useful if scheduled to
coincide with annual school, neighborhood, or community fairs and festivals.
Alumni events can also contribute to networking. This means that people who attend
events can be sources of information on how to locate people who do not attend. For
example, Manny, Moe, and Jack attended job-skills training workshops together. Manny
and Jack stay in touch and attend alumni events, and they might be able to provide
information on where Moe is and what he has been doing.

Agency Follow-Up
If all previous attempts to locate past clients have failed, program staff can contact
agencies that may have had contact with clients and may be able to offer information
about their current whereabouts. Agencies include justice agencies such as parole,
probation, and corrections, or other agencies like the Internal Revenue Service and Social
Security Administration.

Justice Agencies
Criminal justice agencies may be valuable sources for finding participants who may have
had some type of criminal justice contact since leaving the program. Criminal history
records for participants provide information on all arrests for that individual (Corsi et al.
2006; Hall et al. 2003). These records may also have information regarding deportation
proceedings. Juvenile records are usually more difficult to obtain because they are often
considered confidential (Hall et al. 2003). New York State has stringent regulations
regarding who is able to access criminal history record information, and only allows the
individual, their attorney, or authorized employers to obtain a personal criminal history
record review. However, conviction records can be obtained for individuals through
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the Office of Court Administration for a fee of $65 per request. Arrest reports, which
provide information on arrests within the past few years, may also be obtained for clients.
These services are often not up to date or accessible for all areas of New York, but some
geographic locations, such as Syracuse and Central New York, offer an online police
1
blotter search. As online police blotters are usually county or town specific, program staff
may find it beneficial to check the local police blotters of areas where their client was last
known to reside or frequent.
Court records can also be checked to determine if a past client is currently facing litigation
after program completion. Victim Information and Notification Every Day (VINELink)
provides up to date information on criminal cases and the custody status of offenders
nationwide (Appendix B). New York State provides information for both civil and
criminal cases through their e-Courts case information system. Using the client’s name,
program staff can search for any current cases. Search results include whether there was
a summons or arrest, as well as the next date and location that the individual is required
2
to appear in court. In the event that a past client has been summoned or arrested and has
to appear in court, court records can be useful for determining a location and time that
program staff would be most likely to find the individual in order to conduct the follow-up.
In the event that a past client still cannot be found, it may be useful to check the Federal
Bureau of Prison Inmate records in case the client has been incarcerated(Hall et al. 2003).
The Federal Bureau of Prisons provides an inmate locator website on which program staff
can search for past clients using their name, race and gender. The locator provides release
date and location status (e.g., released, not in Bureau of Prison custody, or the facility
name in which they are held) for inmates held from 1982 to the present. State specific
prison inmate locators are also available online. New York State’s prison inmate locator
has information on inmates held since the 1970s. Details such as their custody status,
where they are currently housed, the date they entered the facility and their earliest release
date can be found with a search using the client’s name. For those who have been released
on parole, there are links to information regarding when they were released from custody.
In addition, New York has an online inmate lookup that searches the entire New York
Department of Corrections (See Appendix B). Using the client’s name and date of birth,
agencies can find information including the current facility location of the individual,
discharge date, and next court date. It is also possible to determine if a client is being held
in jail by traveling to the jail and reviewing intake logs on a daily basis. For clients who are

1. When possible, links or relevant forms for the follow-up procedures mentioned throughout this document have
been provided in Appendix B. A blotter provides a daily record of arrests made by police.
2. New York State court records only list the individual’s name and year of birth, which may cause difficulties in
determining if the court proceedings pertain to the correct individual.
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currently on probation or parole, contacting the probation/parole officer overseeing their
case can be a way to get into contact with the individual to conduct the follow-up.
Contacts with justice agencies can be time consuming and frustrating. Many community-based organizations will not be able to devote the necessary resources for routine
follow-up efforts.

Other Government Agencies
The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) can be used to forward letters to clients. In order to
use this service, a request must be sent to the Disclosure Office explaining the reason for
the request and detailing the humanitarian reasons behind the request. For a fee of $3.00
per request, agencies can also use the Social Security Administration (SSA) to forward
letters to clients for whom there is not a correct address and request that they contact the
program to complete the follow-up. This service can only be used with clients who have
used their social security number for employment reasons, disability support, or credit
applications. Similar to the IRS, the SSA will only forward letters if there is a humanitarian reason behind the request, or for health follow-ups and surveys. Any identifying
information, including their social security number, name, date of birth, father’s name,
and mother’s birth name should be on a cover letter included with the letter that the
agency would like forwarded to the client. It is likely that the SSA will forward the request
for follow-up participation to the last known employer who reported earnings for the
participant. The SSA will only provide this service one time per individual, so this is best to
use as a last resort to locate clients (Hall et al. 2003).
Information on deportations is part of the public domain and can be accessed by
submitting a request to the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS).
Deportation information can be obtained by submitting the USCIS form G-639, Freedom
of Information Act/Privacy Act Request. This tool may be especially useful for agencies
that frequently serve undocumented immigrants.
The Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) can provide program tracking staff with
valuable locator information on past clients, including addresses associated with
previously issued or renewed ID cards and accident reports (Hall et al. 2003; Williams
et al. 2006). These DMV reports can only be requested for individuals who have a state
driver’s license or state identification card (Hall et al. 2003). In New York, DMV reports
can be requested by someone other than the individual to whom the record pertains as
long as they have written consent from the individual. Agency staff should try to obtain
this written consent at Intake. Program staff should fill out the MV-15 form from the New
York Department of Motor Vehicles (NYDMV) to request these records. The NYDMV
charges a $10.00 fee per record request.
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To determine if past participants are deceased, the Social Security Death Index (SSDI)
can be utilized (Corsi et al. 2006; Davis et al. 2008; Haggerty et al. 2007; Williams et al.
2006). The Social Security Death Index is currently only available through Ancestry.com.
Subscriptions are necessary to use Ancestry.com, but a fourteen-day free trial is available.
Monthly subscriptions cost $22.95, while six-month subscriptions cost $12.95 per month.

Social Service Agency Follow-Up
Social service agencies providing treatment or support to past clients may also provide
agency staff with valuable locator information. Upon intake, agency staff should record the
name and location of any treatment facility in which a client was treated in the past. Drug
and alcohol databases can be especially useful for locating past clients who are in a state or
federally-funded substance abuse treatment program. Access to these databases is usually
restricted, but if these social service agencies are being evaluated, the agency might be
able to obtain access to these records by contacting the organization doing the evaluation
(Haggerty et al. 2007; Hall et al. 2003; Williams et al. 2006).
Places of worship, including churches, synagogues, and temples can be useful resources
when locating clients for follow-up. The agency should record information about clients’
places of worship at Intake. A clients’ address or telephone number might be obtainable if
the place of worship has an outreach program. If not, a letter urging the client to contact
the agency can be left with the place of worship and passed on to the client (Hall et al.
2003).
The agency can also find locator information at local free clinics and doctor’s offices. Due
to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996, medical
professionals are not permitted to release information about patients without the consent
of the patient. Despite this, agency staff can leave messages with these clinics or doctor’s
offices to be delivered to the client upon their next visit to the office or forwarded to the
client’s listed address (Hall et al. 2003).
Locating past clients who are now homeless can be especially challenging. At Intake, the
agency should record any information about where clients like to hang out and places they
frequent. This information will help locate clients in the event that they become homeless
after leaving the program. Such efforts should focus on places where homeless individuals
are known to frequent, including shelters, soup kitchens, missions, single-room occupancy
hotels, check-cashing services, parks, and general relief offices. Talking to other homeless
individuals can also be useful. Researchers sometimes use this “snowballing” technique to
tap into informal networks that exist among street people.
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Homeless shelters will usually not provide information about homeless individuals, but
the agency might be able to gain access to shelter rosters if they explain the reasoning
behind their inquiry. In the event that the shelter will not release information about
individuals using their services, it may be possible to leave a message for past clients
asking them to get in contact with the agency (Hall, et al. 2003).

Fee-Based Follow-Up Strategies
Agencies can use additional follow-up services if they are willing to pay for the services.
For example, they can obtain credit bureau reports for past participants for a monthly
fee and an additional service fee for each search run. Credit reports will have consumer
identifying information, such as their name, current and past addresses, social security
number, and current and previous employers (Hall et al. 2003).

Refusals
Not all past clients who are located are willing to answer follow-up questions. If the
follow-up period is long term and contacts are frequent, some clients may simply grow
tired of participating. They may have had a negative experience with the program or want
to dissociate from the program in an effort to forget their past. It is also possible that
certain clients will be distrustful of how the information being collected might be used
against them (Hall et al. 2003).
The request to provide follow-up information, therefore, may be met with an active or
passive refusal. Clients who actively refuse will directly state that they do not wish to
answer the follow-up questions. In response, agency staff should try to find out why the
client does not want to participate. It is often helpful for a staff member to ask the client
if they would like to discuss any concerns with the program director. The staff member
should state that the program values the opinions of all of their clients, and that following
up with past clients is important for evaluating the success of the program. If the client
continues to refuse to participate, then the staff member should let the client know that
they can call the program at any time if they decide to participate in the follow-up. If the
client has not responded after two months, then another follow-up attempt should be
made (Hall et al. 2003).
Clients may passively refuse to participate in one of two ways. First, some clients will
agree to follow-up meetings, but will then repeatedly fail to keep their appointments. With
these clients, making the follow-up easy to complete may deflect refusals. For example, if
a staff member gets in contact with the client, they should try to complete the follow-up in
that moment (e.g., on the phone or the staff member can meet the client at their current
location). Second, some clients are follow-up “evaders.” These clients are often easily
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located, but will not return phone calls or answer letters. Constant attempts to contact
“evaders” can result in an active refusal, so it may be best to stop follow-up attempts for a
month or so and then have a different staff member attempt contact (Hall et al. 2003).
Incentives can be an effective method of turning refusals into completed follow-ups (Hall
et al. 2003; Williams et al. 2006). If there is room in the budget, incentives can be used
in a couple of different ways to boost follow-up response rates. Agencies can offer an
incentive to a client who has been located, but has given a passive or firm refusal. They can
also offer incentives to family and friends of clients who staff members have been unable
to locate. When used this way, the incentive is given to the person who locates a client
after the client completes the follow-up interview. It should be stressed that the friend
or relative will not receive compensation if a follow-up interview is scheduled, but not
kept by the client. Incentives can be in the form of cash, money orders, gift cards (e.g., for
groceries or merchandise), telephone calling cards, or transportation vouchers (Hall et al.
2003).
Sometimes, however, agencies should simply accept a refusal. It is important to note
that the refusal must come from the client, rather than a family member or friend. It
may be prudent to forgo future contact if the client has given a firm refusal at least once,
has refused to answer letters and phone calls, refused incentives, or has failed to keep
scheduled appointments at least four times without calling to cancel or reschedule (Hall et
al. 2003).

Summary
Agencies should follow up with past clients to determine what impact their program is
having on client behavior. While the follow-up procedures discussed above can be time
consuming and require additional funds, agencies should attempt to use as many of these
as possible to maintain continued contact with clients and monitor their progress after
leaving the program. Programs that maintain up to date information on clients during
their stay will have an easier time conducting follow-up surveys once they leave the
program, aiding these programs in conducting program evaluation.
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Appendix A: Intake Locator Form
DATE __________________

INTERVIEWER ID# _____________

STUDY ID# ____________

LOCATOR FORM
On this form we collect information that will help us reach you when it’s time for your
follow-up interview. The information you give us will be kept in a separate place from
your answers on the interview. It will be used only to locate you for your follow-up, and
it will not be given to anyone else.
We will not tell any contact anything except that you are participating in a research
study.
1. Please tell me your full name:
_______________________________________________________
(________________________)
First Middle Last (Maiden)
2. Date of Birth: _____/_____/_____ 3. SS#: ______-______-_______
4. Other names or nicknames:
____________________________________________________________
__
5. Where were you born?
____________________________________________________________
______
(City, State)
6. How long have you lived in the local area?
_____________________________________________________
7. Driver’s License or State ID #: ______________________ State: ___________
8. Do you have car? (If yes) License #: __________________________________
9. Military #: ___________________________________________________
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10. Residence address: ____________________________________________
(Street address) (Apt. # or P.O. Box #)
____________________________________________________________
(City) (Zip)
11. How long have you lived there? ____________________________________
12. Do you plan to move anytime soon? _________________________________
Do you know where to? ____________________________________________
13. Home Phone: (_______) ___________________
14. Who else lives there?
Full Name: ___________________________________________________
(First, Middle, Last) (Relationship)
Full Name: ___________________________________________________
(First, Middle, Last) (Relationship)
15. Cell Phone: (_______) _____________________
16. Pager: (_______) ________________________
17. E-mail address: ___________________________
18. Work phone? (_____) _________________________________________
(Name of Company)
19. Other phone? (_____) _________________________________________
(Whose phone is this?)
20. Best mailing address: __________________________________________
(Street address) (Apt. # or P.O. Box
__________________________________________
(City) (Zip)
21. Phone: (_____) ______________________
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22. Who lives there?
Full Name: ____________________________________________________
(First, Middle, Last) (Relationship)
Full Name: ____________________________________________________
(First, Middle, Last) (Relationship)
23. Best Contacts: Do you have friends or relatives who usually know how to reach you if
you should move or leave the program?
(1) Full Name: __________________________________________________
(First, Middle, Last)
Address: ______________________________________________________
(Street address) (Apt. # or P.O. Box
_____________________________________________________
(City) (Zip)
Phone? (_____) ______________________ Relationship: ________________
Cell Phone: (_______) _________________
Pager: (_______) _____________________
E-mail address: _________________________________________________
Work phone? (_____) ____________________________________________
(Name of Company)
Best Contacts: Do you have friends or relatives who usually know how to reach you if
you should move or leave the program?
(2) Full Name: __________________________________________________
(First, Middle, Last)
Address: ______________________________________________________
Phone? (_____) ______________________ Relationship: ________________
Cell Phone: (_______) _________________
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Pager: (_______) _____________________
E-mail address: _________________________________________________
Work phone? (_____) ____________________________________________
(Name of Company)
(3) Full Name: __________________________________________________
(First, Middle, Last)
Address: ______________________________________________________
Phone? (_____) ___________________________Relationship: ____________
Cell Phone: (_______) ______________________
Pager: (_______) _________________________
E-mail address: _________________________________________________
Work phone? (_____) ____________________________________________
(Name of Company)
Now I’d like to ask you about your family. If you don’t know their addresses, just the
towns would help.
(Complete entire family; use extra space if necessary. Don’t forget brothers, sisters,
spouse, ex-spouse, girlfriend, boyfriend, baby’s father/mother, grandparents, cousins,
aunts, uncles, foster parents, God parents, and adult children. Include cell phone and
pager numbers.)
24. Mother: ___________________________________________________
(Full Name: First, Middle, Last)
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
(Address)
Phone: (_____) ____________DOB: ____________ In touch? ____________
Other phone/contact info? (_____) ___________________________________
(Whose phone is this?)
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25. Father:
____________________________________________________
(Full Name: First, Middle, Last)
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
(Address)
Phone: (_____) _____________DOB: ___________ In touch? _____________
Other phone/contact info? (_____) ___________________________________
(Whose phone is this?)
26. Relative: __________________________________________________
(Full Name: First, Middle, Last) (Relationship)
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
(Address)
Phone: (_____) _____________ DOB: _____________ In touch? ___________
Other phone/contact info? (_____) ___________________________________
(Whose phone is this?)
27. Relative: __________________________________________________
(Full Name: First, Middle, Last) (Relationship)
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
(Address)
Phone: (_____) ___________ DOB: ____________ In touch? ______________
Other phone/contact info? (_____) ___________________________________
(Whose phone is this?)
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28. Relative:
____________________________________________________________
(Full Name: First, Middle, Last) (Relationship)
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________
(Address)
Phone: (_____) _____________ DOB: _______________ In touch? _________
Other phone/contact info? (_____) ___________________________________
(Whose phone is this?)
29. Relative:
____________________________________________________________
(Full Name: First, Middle, Last) (Relationship)
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
(Address)
Phone: (_____) ______________ DOB: ____________ In touch? ___________
Other phone/contact info? (_____) ___________________________________
(Whose phone is this?)
30. Relative:
____________________________________________________________
(Full Name: First, Middle, Last) (Relationship)
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
(Address)
Phone: (_____) _____________ DOB: ________________ In touch? ________
Other phone/contact info? (_____) ___________________________________
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(Whose phone is this?)
31. Relative:
____________________________________________________________
(Full Name: First, Middle, Last) (Relationship)
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
(Address)
Phone: (_____) _______________ DOB: ______________In touch? ________
Other phone/contact info? (_____) ___________________________________
(Whose phone is this?)
32. Relative:
____________________________________________________________
(Full Name: First, Middle, Last) (Relationship)
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
(Address)
Phone: (_____) _____________ DOB: ___________ In touch? _____________
Other phone/contact info? (_____) ___________________________________
(Whose phone is this?)
Contacts with Service Providers
33. Is there a case worker, doctor, community clinic, religious institution or other
contact that you see regularly?
Name: _______________________________________________________
Address:
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Phone? (_____) _________________ Agency: _________________________
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Other phone/contact info? (_____) ___________________________________
(Whose phone is this?)
34. Do you receive money or food stamps regularly from an agency? ____Yes ____No
(If yes) Agency _________________________________________________
When is it paid?_________________________________________________
Where is the check sent? ___________________________________________
Where do you cash the check? _______________________________________
Case worker: ________________________________File #: ______________
Who is your Representative Payee? ____________________________________
Address:
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Phone? (_____) _______________ Agency: ___________________________
35. Is there any place you go regularly to hang out or to meet with friends?
Place:_______________________________________________________
Address or Intersection:
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Phone: (_____) _________________________
Phone: (_____) _________________________
Times you might be there:
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
36. Are you on probation, parole, or have an active court case? _____ Yes ______No
(If yes) Agency _________________________________________________
I.D. # (Department of Probation/Corrections, Case Number): __________________
Probation/Parole Officer Name: ______________________________________
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Phone: (_____) __________________
37. INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENT (R) IS HOMELESS, OR HAS OFTEN BEEN
HOMELESS, GET INFORMATION ON:
Shelters, SRO hotels: which ones does R tend to use? Where did R sleep last night?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
What soup kitchen, restaurant, etc. does R like to use? Where did R eat today,
yesterday?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Where does R like to buy liquor or other necessities? (Store owners who give credit may
know where R tends to hang out.)
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Does R know any service workers in the area R usually hangs out? Get agency and
names.
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Does R stay in different places in the winter vs. summer? Get list.
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
38. INTERVIEWER: IF R IS INCARCERATED, RECORD EXPECTED RELEASE OR
TRANSFER
DATE AND TRANSFER DESTINATION.
Release/transfer date: ______/______/______
Prison/Jail Inmate Number: ________________________
Destination:
____________________________________________________________
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Comments:
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
39. INTERVIEWER: PLEASE NOTE:
APPROXIMATE HEIGHT: ____’____” HAIR COLOR: _________ EYE COLOR
_________
ETHNICITY ________________
40. INTERVIEWER: PLEASE NOTE ANY PERMANENT IDENTIFYING PHYSICAL

CHARACTERISTICS, SUCH AS SCARS OR TATTOOS.
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
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Appendix B: New York State Specific Follow-Up Resource Information
Criminal History Search
In order to find information about the criminal history of individuals in New York
State, agencies can use the following website. Each request costs $65.00. See Appendix
C for sample form.
http://www.courts.state.ny.us/
Blotter search
Agencies can use arrest records to determine recidivism of program clients.
For example, Syracuse County posts their daily arrest records online. Program
staff can access this information at the following web address.
http://www.syracuse.com/crime/police-blotter/
Prisons Search
In the event that a past program client has been sent to prison, agency staff can
confirm the location and status of the client using the Federal Bureau of Prisons, New
York State Prison, or the Victim Information and Notification Everyday Link
(VINELink) search tools. Web addresses for all three search tools are listed below.
Bureau of Prison Search
http://www.bop.gov/iloc2/LocateInmate.jsp
New York State Prison Search
http://nysdoccslookup.doccs.ny.gov/kinqw00
Victim Information and Notification Everyday (VINE) Search
https://www.vinelink.com/vinelink/initMap.do
New York Department of Correction Search
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This tool provides a method of searching the entire New York State Department
of Correction for the location of an inmate. The term can be completed using an
individual’s name and date of birth. Results include the inmate NYSID, Book and Case
number, current facility discharge date, and next court date.
http://a073-ils-web.nyc.gov/inmatelookup/pages/common/find.jsf
IRS Disclosure Manager for New York
If program staff had tried contacting clients with no luck, the IRS will forward
letters to program clients. Agencies would have to send a request to the following
address detailing the humanitarian reasons for forwarding the letter.
Public Liaison: Jeffrey Austin (as of April 2013)
Phone: 215-861-1919
Internal Revenue Service
Disclosure Scanning Operation - Stop 93A
Post Office Box 621506
Atlanta GA 30362-3006

Social Security Administration Forwarding Service
Similar to the IRS, letters can be forwarded using the SSA Forwarding Service for
a $3.00 fee per letter. Agencies should include any and all identifying information they
have for the client, and detail the humanitarian reasons behind the survey. Program
staff can send letters to the following address. See Appendix D for a sample letter.
Social Security Administration
Letter Forwarding
P.O. Box 33022
Baltimore, MD 21290-3002
Death Certificates
Death certificates in New York can only be obtained by family or those with a
claim, including those with a documented lawful right or claim, a documented medical
need, or those with a NY state court order. Death certificates can be obtained by visiting
the New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene website. Each requested
copy costs $15.00.
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https://www.vitalchek.com/death-certificates/new-york/new-york-city-dept-ofhealth-and-mental-hygiene?click_id=855402888016363522&ppc=0
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Agencies can use the following link to determine whether program clients that
they are not able to get into contact with have been deported. The following link to the
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services website provides information and the PDF
for the G-639, Freedom of Information Act/Privacy Act Request.
http://www.uscis.gov/portal/site/uscis/menuitem.5af9bb95919f35e66f61417654
3f6d1a/?vgnextoid=6f2a4154d7b3d010VgnVCM10000048f3d6a1RCRD&vgnextc
hannel=db029c7755cb9010VgnVCM10000045f3d6a1RCRD
NY E-court Case File Look-up
Program administrators can use the NY E-court case file look-up system to access
New York City court records. These records include whether there has been a summons
or arrest and the date and location of the next appearance.
http://iapps.courts.state.ny.us/webcivil/ecourtsMain

Appendix C: New York State Office of Court Administration Record Search Form
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Appendix D: Example of Cover Letter to Social Security Administration

[Date]
Social Security Administration
Letter Forwarding
P.O. Box 33022
Baltimore, MD 21290-3002

To Whom It May Concern:
Per authorization obtained under POMS reference GN 03309.265, Health Follow-Ups and
Surveys, we are requesting that the enclosed letters be forwarded to the individuals listed below.
Social Security numbers are also provided.
Full Name Social Security #
Ex: Josephine Marie Bruin 123-45-6789
The letters need only be addressed to the most recently recorded personal or employment
address for the individual. We have also enclosed a check made out to the Social Security
Administration for $3.00 per individual. We request that, should any individuals be deceased,
the place and date of death be provided. Also enclosed is the Certificate of Confidentiality
describing our research. Any questions regarding this request should be directed to [Name of
Project Coordinator]. Thank you for your assistance in this matter.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
[Your Title]
Encl.: Letters to Missing Persons
Check for $XX.XX
Certificate of Confidentiality
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